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Mergermarket

Some new types of funds have
started taking activist stances, such
as mutual funds. Do you think more
such funds will begin using activist
tactics? What is driving this trend?
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able to deliver those high returns.
What we hear from a lot of our investment
fund clients is that they're under pressure
from their limited partners and investors
to become more active in their engagement
with companies. They’re also being
pushed to apply pressure on companies
to pursue certain strategies or rectify
obvious problems or take advantage,
for example, of a very hot M&A market –
whatever the case may be. The passive
funds have also become more vocal. The
ownership that these fund managers have
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in public corporations in America and the
world has increased dramatically – they
decide the destiny of a huge number of
corporate votes. I think this circumstance
has driven observers to argue that they
have to take a more proactive approach
at policing poor corporate governance,
for example, or complacency on the
board, or whatever other issues there
may be. It seems logical that if you're
such an important player, you have to
take your role seriously and do something
to improve those companies.

"Activism is harder than it
may look to a lot of people
and requires that managers
do many different things well."
Professor Minor Myers, Brooklyn Law School
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traditional activist investors, they get more
involved in appraising and potentially
weighing in on what the corporations
they have positions in should be doing.
Going further than that is a more complex
matter, and the extent to which more
traditionally passive investors get into the
activism business is very much open to
question. Certainly, having huge portfolios
of many different companies limits the

resources you can devote to individual
investments unless you are prepared
to ramp up significantly.
Mergermarket

Jack “Rusty”
O’Kelley III,
Russell Reynolds

How are the tactics used by
companies to defend against
activists evolving? Are there new
techniques that are proving to
be effective?
There are three things we're hearing more
about on the defense side. One is that
SHAREHOLDER
SHAREHOLDER
COMMUNICATIONS
COMMUNICATIONS
companies
are engaging
more frequently
with their regular set of advisors on all
sorts of scenarios. They're more focused
on what could happen and who could
enter the picture, realizing that no one
is safe anymore from activist investors.
Your size and scale don’t matter, and you
can even be a good performer. So I think
there's just a greater awareness that no
one is safe from an activist campaign.
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The third thing we see is that I'm being
retained to look at the activist's proposed
board members, to provide our opinions
on the strengths and weaknesses of that
slate and to help articulate the argument
about why their slate is weaker and ours
is better. Traditionally, PR firms would
do that, but they’re not experts in talent
and board composition. As a search firm
whose job it is to put people on boards
and evaluate people for boards, we have
the ability to take a deeper and more
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nuanced view. So we can look at an
activist slate and identify their strengths,
their weaknesses, and articulate how to
make the argument against them – or,
on the other side of the coin, communicate
how to make the argument that your
client’s board slate is stronger.
Professor
Minor Myers,
Brooklyn
Law School

of these forces will determine what tactics
are fair game and what may cross the line.
Aneliya
Crawford,
Schulte Roth
& Zabel

The tactics used by companies are
constantly evolving, and they are
somewhat customizable in the sense
that the type of defense tactic that would
make sense depends on the individual
situation. One thing that tends to change
the momentum and thought process
behind a campaign is when a company
decides to proactively make changes on
SHAREHOLDER
SHAREHOLDER
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its board
of directors,COMMUNICATIONS
because typically,
a change on the board is what the
activists are looking for. What we often
see companies do is they make the
change themselves and then argue
that because they have refreshed their
composition on their own, any change
requested by the shareholder is moot.

The activist world seems to be evolving
in ways that echo the takeover market
of a generation ago. Boards, now as then,
are nothing if not well-advised. There
are battalions of corporate lawyers who
help incumbents avoid the disciplining
pressure of an activist campaign. And
the tools of the M&A market are, not
surprisingly, being adapted to defend
against activists. So companies have
created triggers in poison pill provisions
that specifically target activists, as
Sotheby’s did a few years ago. Bond
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a continuum. An aggressive activist
campaign seeking to make significant
changes to the board is on one end, but
listening to shareholders who present ideas
that the company decides are good ones
and then adopts is closer to the other end.

made board changes and the activist
thought to themselves, "Well, that's
great. That's what we wanted. The
people they now have on the board will
solve all our problems."
Usually, what happens is that the activist
thinks the whole idea of changing the
composition of the board was to have
someone who is not picked by the board
to be able to ask hard questions and
fight for the interest of shareholders.
They usually don't want the same cast
of characters whom they think have
done wrong by the company to pick
friends and connections to step in and
help them out in this situation. They
wanted someone picked by them and by
shareholders, not picked by those very
same, compromised directors.

Mergermarket

How effective do you think the
current shareholder proposal system
is at balancing the interests of
activists and companies? And more
broadly, what do you think of the
SHAREHOLDER
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current
balance of COMMUNICATIONS
power
between
activists and companies?
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First of all, traditional activists would
probably never use the shareholder
proposal system in any real way. It’s
really something that's used by the
type of players who have a more patient
and general strategy of improving the
governance across a broad range of
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"One thing that tends to
change the momentum ...
behind a campaign is when
a company decides to
proactively make changes
on its board of directors."
Aneliya Crawford, Schulte Roth & Zabel
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shareholders' powers to decide, as
opposed to the board. It's also a fairly
prolonged process, involving a lot of
back-and-forth with the company about
what can or cannot be excluded from the
company’s proxy. Then, even if you have
your proposal included in the company's
proxy statement, that means you lose
some control over your ability to develop
your case and solicit votes in your favor,
because you now have a word limit, and
it’s fairly short, and it is not your proxy
solicitor receiving incoming proxies.
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then it can stiff-arm an activist with very
few consequences.

students have a reflexive bias in favor
of shareholders and against managers.
Until the bias is pointed out to them, they
tend to favor the fewest hurdles possible
for shareholders to have a voice, through
proposals or even lawsuits, in what
their companies do. But both sides
have pathologies; both sides also have
legitimate interests. The challenge is,
of course, to get the balance right. Clearly,
there are significant costs to companies
in having to address shareholder
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proposals.
But some things
that have
come out of the proposal process have
been worthwhile and important. My
comments here are of course about the
social and governance activists; economic
activists are operating in a different sphere.

The one system that really matters for
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M&A, ESG and 13D
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Aneliya Crawford
Partner, Schulte Roth & Zabel

More activist campaigns are being
waged with explicit calls for a sale
of the company. What do you think
is driving this trend? Are activists
simply trying to take advantage
of the hot M&A market?
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may encounter less resistance from
incumbents thanks to change-in-control
provisions in employment agreements.
Implementing a set of operational
changes from an activist may sound like
nothing but a headache for managers.
Pressure to sell the company – and
trigger their golden parachute payments –
may receive a much warmer reception.
More deeply, I suspect that as time goes
on, we’ll see increasing specialization
among activists. It may be that activism
at high-tech firms calls for a very
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different skill set than does activism
in natural resource extraction. Likewise,
some activists may begin to specialize
in governance changes, while others
focus on operational or capital structure
changes. And similarly, it may be that a
segment of activist managers come to
specialize in identifying firms that would
generate value by selling the company
in a particular way (or, relatedly, by
challenging an existing sale already
negotiated by the company).

"I think ESG is critical.
Particularly ... outside of
the US, it is how a lot of
investing is done these days."
Jack "Rusty" O'Kelley III, Russell Reynolds

it should be, because there will be more
and more capital that people will want to
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investors would be reluctant to buy sin
stocks, or start pricing in significant
discounts for legal and other risks. But
the better evidence is that sin stocks are
not generally subject to a vice penalty.
It’s easy to think of ways ESG might pay
off, including changes in various laws,
reputational benefits, as well as business
results; it’s, again, very hard to measure
the incremental effect of ESG on
a company’s earnings.

The ESG situation is very dynamic.
ESG messaging and activity is definitely
increasing; precisely what the real-world
effects will be remains an open question.
Mergermarket

The percentage of activist
campaigns being launched without
13D filings has been rising. What
do you think is driving this trend,
and how exactly is it affecting
campaigns, if at all?
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So I think that shows that many
activists have greater resources and
capabilities now. They have access to
very high-caliber nominees. They are not
concerned about accumulating positions
in companies that are staple, household
names. If they see an opportunity to close
a valuation gap, they will not hesitate to
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go after the company. When the company
is of this size, you really are under the
13D radar, by definition, just because
of the size of the position.
The second thing that may not be
so appreciated by observers is that the
thinking has shifted in terms of what
qualifies a shareholder to be represented
on the board. It used to be the case that
when we were negotiating a settlement
agreement on behalf of a client, for
example, there were all these discussions:
“Should there be one director added to
the board? Should there be two or maybe
three?” The defense counsel on the other
side would almost always say, "Well,
your client only owns 3% or 4% of the
company's stock. Why should they get
three seats on the board, which would
effectively be 30% of the board? If you
own 4%, you should get 4% of the board."

"Many activists have greater
resources and capabilities
now. They have access to
very high-caliber nominees."
Aneliya Crawford, Schulte Roth & Zabel
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SHAREHOLDER COMMUNICATIONS

Is it possible to efficiently and sustainably improve
shareholder participation?
As trends evolve quickly, and pressure mounts to deliver more engaging, effective and efficient communications to
combat shareholder activism and increase participation, Toppan Merrill’s consultative approach combines industry leading
expertise with best-in-class technology to simplify proxy and annual reporting, improve voting results and shareholder
participation, eliminate unnecessary steps and stay within your budget.
Toppan Merrill’s shareholder communications team reviews your voting results year-to-year, offers peer-group analysis,
provides education in best practices, and exposes process inconsistencies to enhance your proxy statement.
Our goal is simple: we look beyond our clients basic needs to improve voting results and shareholder participation, to
eliminate unnecessary steps in the process and stay within your budget.
Embrace the future of Shareholder Communications
• Content written in plain English
• More creative graphics, charts and photos
• Radically different layouts and designs
• Enhanced color, stock, covers and books
• Digital & interactive versions
• Use of QR codes and augmented reality

TOPPAN MERRILL. Expand Possible.

“The shareholder communications team conducted a peer group analysis
for our company and discovered an inefficient proxy layout and suggested
we embrace “plain English” content. By changing our layout and content,
we’ve increased voter participation and created a lighter document which
saved us $32,000 in production and mailing costs.”
– Fortune 100 Media Company

Leverage our expert partnership to deliver greater value
Our experts work with you to assess past history and leverage our knowledge of best practices from your peer
group to pinpoint inefficiencies, eliminate unnecessary steps, save money and ensure you are up to speed on the
latest SEC requirements. We know how to improve presentation design and language to increase shareholder
participation & votes.
Simplify the process with best-in-class technology
Built on Microsoft Office products, Toppan Merrill Bridge™ (“Bridge”) technology makes drafting, editing and
perfecting a proxy statement and EDGAR filing seamless. You have total control of the proxy creation process, from
start to finish with our best-in-class offering from document creation and traditional typesetting through print, mail,
fulfillment and SEC filing.
Back up your workflow with unmatched service
We work the way our customers want to work, with the most responsive customer service team in the
business. We look at the impact of every element including paper weight, page count, color, binding, distribution
strategy–even postage, which can affect up to 65% of total costs.

SERVICES

Postage
Evaluations

Stylized &
Interactive
Designs

Investor
Outreach
Initiatives

Timeline &
Schedule
Review

Production
Consultation

Vendor
Review

Peer Group
Comparison

Year-to-Year
Analysis

Americas: 800.688.4400 | APAC: +852.2877.8773 | EMEA: +44 20.7422.6100
www.toppanmerrill.com
info@toppanmerrill.com
© Toppan Merrill 2019. All rights reserved. TMS107

Custom
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About Toppan Merrill
Toppan Merrill, a leader in financial printing and communication solutions, is part of the
Toppan Printing Co., Ltd., the world's leading printing group, headquartered in Tokyo
with approximately US$14 billion in annual sales. Toppan Merrill has been a pioneer
and trusted partner to the financial, legal and corporate communities for five decades,
providing secure, innovative solutions to complex content and communications
requirements. Through proactive partnerships, unparalleled expertise, continuous
innovation and unmatched service, Toppan Merrill delivers a hassle-free experience
for mission-critical content for capital markets transactions, financial reporting and
regulatory disclosure filings, and marketing and communications solutions for
regulated and non-regulated industries.

SHAREHOLDER
SHAREHOLDERCOMMUNICATIONS
COMMUNICATIONS

With global expertise in major capital markets, Toppan Merrill delivers unmatched
service around the world.
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Learn more at www.toppanmerrill.com.
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Mergermarket is an unparalleled, independent mergers & acquisitions (M&A) proprietary
intelligence tool. Unlike any other service of its kind, Mergermarket provides a complete
overview of the M&A market by offering both a forward-looking intelligence database
and a historical deals database, achieving real revenues for Mergermarket clients.

SHAREHOLDER
SHAREHOLDERCOMMUNICATIONS
COMMUNICATIONS
Acuris Studios, the events and publications arm of Acuris, offers a range of publishing,
research and events services that enable clients to enhance their brand profile, and
to develop new business opportunities with their target audience.
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A tool for advisors and the investment community, giving a fresh perspective
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on shareholder activist campaigns across Europe and North America.
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to anticipate the next move and generate new business ideas.
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To find out more, please visit www.acuris.com
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This publication contains general information and is not intended to be comprehensive nor
to provide financial, investment, legal, tax or other professional advice or services. This publication
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versions
is not a substitute for such professional advice or services, and it should not be acted on or relied upon
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Before taking any such decision, you should consult a suitably qualified professional adviser. While
reasonable effort has been made to ensure the accuracy of the information contained in this publication,
this cannot be guaranteed and none of Mergermarket, Toppan Merrill nor any of their subsidiaries or
any affiliates thereof or other related entity shall have any liability to any person or entity which relies on
the information contained in this publication, including incidental or consequential damages arising from
errors or omissions. Any such reliance is solely at the user's risk. The editorial content contained within
this publication has been created by Acuris Studios staff in collaboration with Toppan Merrill.
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